Riding Like
A Rock Star
Written by Karen LeBlanc @adesigntourist

Members of the Rolling Stones rock the ride; George
Clooney cruises in a limited edition; and British fashion
designer Alexander McQueen was drawn to its couture
styling. A custom motorcycle by London-based Buster +
Punch is a status symbol that defies convention, coveted
by A-lister bikers and revered by motorcycle enthusiasts
worldwide. Proudly known as a black sheep in the design
world, the company’s founder, architect and industrial
designer Massimo Buster Minale is arguably an auteur of
custom motorbikes.
I first met Massimo in 2013, at The London Design
Festival where he was launching the Buster + Punch
label born of his passion for motorcycles, metalwork,
and music. His irreverent approach to design, based on
this trifecta of muses, expresses itself in a global business
that began in his garage. “My first love has always been
architecture. During the day, I worked for some of the
largest architecture firms in London and at night found
the time to build custom motorbikes. I became increasingly frustrated with architecture because it is a very slow
profession. As an antidote, I threw myself into my bikes,
both riding and building,” Massimo says.
As word spread of Massimo’s custom bikes, attracting
some of London’s most notorious Rock Stars and fashion designers, Massimo parlayed his newfound street cred
into a serious business, quitting his “day job” to focus
on making bikes. “The same customers that bought my
bikes knew I was an architect and it wasn’t long before I
was asked to make products for their homes and Buster +
Punch, my interiors brand, was born.”
Each Buster + Punch bike is crafted of rare and solid metals and manufactured by hand—almost every detail and
part by Massimo and his team of craftspeople and bike
builders. Signature design elements of solid knurled brass,
quilted leather, and bronze gunmetal are the same materials used in the company’s lighting and furniture products.
“We love custom motorbikes as they embody everything
that we are passionate about-craftsmanship, customization and being individual.”
An outlier attitude pervades in Massimo’s aesthetic with
designs that defy genres and labels. “Our work is inspired
by London’s fashion, music, and subculture scenes, where
we collaborate with street artists, bike builders, musicians
and fashion designers to inject attitude into our crafted
products.”
His custom bike workshop moved from the garage to a
factory that also produces his line of interior home products. Massimo also collaborates with other bike builders
including Boneshaker Choppers and Mutt Motorcycles to
create limited edition bikes, sold exclusively through the
Buster + Punch website.

“We have just sold the last of our latest bike edition – The
LDN BORN MUTT, which is a small 125cc tracker for
under £3.5k, the aim being a bike that you can add to
your cart without necessarily riding it first. It is exhilarating for us when you see a customer’s checkout cart
with light bulbs, door handles, and a motorbike.” Mutt
Motorcycles built the LDN BORN MUTT and Buster
+ Punch did the custom finishes, paintwork and detailing. The Boneshaker 79, another limited edition bike,
is based around a bobber frame, Harley 1200 engine
and Japanese race bike front end. Buster + Punch handcrafted the rest of the bike from the same materials used
in its Hooked lighting range äóñ rubber, cast metal, and
brass detailing. The Boneshaker Black is based on an old
Honda 550 “transformed into a kick-ass cafe racer.” “The
bike has been customized using the same finishes that we
use in our lighting and furniture ranges, solid knurled
brass, quilted leather, and bronzed gunmetal detailing.”
The prolific output of Buster + Punch has a cinematic
quality with industrial and cyberpunk undertones captured in a new short film, Switch Up, starring supermodel
Cajsa Wessenberg with music by British Rapper Ms
Banks, playing the role of Artificial Intelligence. The film
opens with two female, motorbike riding, cyborgs (representing Buster and Punch) who have been sent from the
future to eliminate mundane, plastic, home fittings and
replace them with solid metal details that can stand the
test of time (and flame-throwers). The filmic narrative
offers a portal into Massimo’s design mind. Described as
a cross between a Luc Besson film and the Matrix with
Daft Punk styling, it tells the story of Buster + Punch in
an unconventional way, speaking directly to the type of
client he attracts. “We have always prided ourselves on
being the first to most things, to bash down the walls that
contain (and sometimes suffocate) the interior products
business. It’s taken a lot of blood, sweat, and tears.”
Credit for a trending crossover of motorcycle chic into
home interiors goes to Massimo, who popularized knurled
detailing in home products inspired by his motorbike
handles. “We have become famed for our diamond-cut
knurling technique, which we first used on motorbike
handlebars and footpegs back in the day. The reason we
use this across our interior product ranges is for two reasons. First, it shows that we use solid metal in all our
products (you can only successfully knurl solid metal).
Second, it captures our DNA – so no matter how ‘ordinary’ a light pendant or cabinet pull might seem, ours
have a unique story and feel that is hard to put your finger
on.”
Massimo designs his custom bikes “for those who want to
live with conviction,” with a reverence for craft and irreverence for the convention that embodies the rebel spirit of
motorcycle riders. For more, check out
www.busterandpunch.com/motorcycles
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"Our custom
bikes are for
those who want
to live with
conviction"

